Axess
Fit for Post-Corona Slopes.
Contactless Skiing.

3.
Contactless Sales on site. Axess TICKET KIOSK 600.
No lines at the cashier because the Axess TICKET KIOSK 600 does the same job. 24 hours a day without any
social contact or health risks. The new Axess ticket machine can be placed at strategic points inside and outside the resort. Skiers can book or buy the various tickets and services by selecting them on the display. All
common payment methods are availiable. The RFID ticket is issued is issued within seconds. Already existing
RFID tickets can be reloaded by entering the WTP number on the display of the Axess TICKET KIOSK 600.

4.
Contactlessly Through The Gate. The Magical Access.

1.
Intelligent E-Commerce. Ski Pass Online Sales.
The online sales platform enables the purchase of a ski pass and other services without social contact. In the
„new normality“ according to Corona prevention measures, this is an essential factor and partly a legal requirement. In addition to the pass other offers and services of the ski resort can be booked or bought too. It
is possible to load the ski ticket with a day pass or other tarifs. Skiing equipment can be pre-ordered in the
rental shop, a personal locker reserved, a ski instructor booked or a reservation for the restaurant booked.
As well a seat or place in a gondola or train. With the help of Axess SMART RESERVATION, reservations and
capacity management is easy. All services are paid for in the same way as in any other online store by credit
card or other payment methods.

2.
Get The Pass Without Contact. Axess PICK UP BOX 600.
With the QR code on the smartphone or the printed voucher, you can go directly to the Axess PICK UP BOX
600 once at the resort. Regardless of time or open cashier windows. The Axess PICK UP BOX 600 can be set
up anywhere at the ski resort in order to offer guests best accessibility. In seconds, one or more passes are
printed out. All products purchased in the online store are transferred. Everything works contactlessly: Just
hold the code into the scanner area and you have the ticket in your hands. Without ever touching anything!

At the entrance to the lift, the antenna recognizes the valid RFID ticket and triggers the barrier to open. The
lift can be accessed without touching the turnstile. A sensor detects that a person approaches and opens the
gate. A second sensor detects that this person has passed through and closes the gate afterwards. Everything
as if by magic and without touching anything. No disinfection of hands or additional measures are necessary!

5.
Axess CONNECT.APP. The Online-Connection On The Slope.
The skier is connected with the resort with the App on his smartphone. He is able to see open or closed slopes or recommended routes. Weather forecast and avalanche warning levels are displayed. Social networks
are integrated in order to be able to stay in touch with friends and to let them participate in your skiing day.
Reservations for restaurants or spontaneous booking of a ski instructor are done directly from the slopes. Of
course, everything without contact because only your own smartphone is in use.

6.
Reload With QR Code. The Online Shortcut.
With an existing pass that holds the QR code and WTP number, you can get your ski ticket even faster. By
scanning the QR code of the pass on the smartphone, you directly guided to the corresponding page on the
webshop. After that, all you have to do is enter the WTP number of your pass and any ski tarif can be loaded.
Completely without having to face people and without contact. Skiing starts at home.

